going home

for guitar

randall woolf
soulful and bluesy

 Going home

 Randall Woolf

 For David Leisner

 Going home/woolf

 Lazy gliss.
pluck D,C w/finger

pluck G# w/thumb

(same chord)

sul pont.

slight ten. and bend up

(open A & D)

bottom 2 strings w/p
going home/woolf
Going home/woof

Slow and Free
intimate, expressive

both E & D are harmonics

both E & D are harmonics

both E & D are harmonics

long

ff

much nail

slow gliss.

gliss, very fast, then

gliss, very fast, then

gliss, very fast, then

sul pont.

fast gliss.

much nail

much nail
going home/woolf

gradually more and more in tempo

pp

slow gliss.

 senza vib.
sul pont.-upper voice only

f

accel. and cresc.

very fast intense strum

fff

a tempo, all out
free, lazy and impulsive

Strum
(open A & D)

ff

f

ff poco poco

fff

ff poco poco

fff

free, lazy and impulsive

(on beat on beat sim. on beat on beat)
serious, a little grim
steadier, more in time and clearly phrased

sim.

on beat
before beat

on beat
before beat
on beat

before beat
on beat
on beat

grace notes on beat and forte

as fast as poss.

big bend

big bend

big bend

big bend

a little slower